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a b s t r a c t
People with multiple physical and cognitive impairments have difﬁculties for using properly conventional pointing devices, what reduces their possibilities to communicate and improve their cognitive and
physical skills through computers. This paper proposes a head control mouse based on a triaxial inertial
sensor particularly focused on infants with cerebral palsy (CP). The system consists of a real-time head
tracker that translates the head orientation into pointer positions and measures kinematic parameters
through the 3D inertial sensor. The algorithm to estimate the angular head orientation is presented and
validated with an accuracy about 1◦ . The experimental results with ﬁve healthy users demonstrated
that the inertial pointer succeeds what was validated according to the ISO 9241-Part9. The experimental
results with two infants with CP (athetoid and dystonic cases) demonstrated that the infants are capable
of placing the pointer around the target but they have difﬁculties for ﬁne motor control. The inertial sensor
offers interesting kinematic parameters of the pathological movement. These parameters can be directly
obtained by the inertial signals and are very useful to design ﬁltering techniques to extract voluntary
intentions. A research technique for ﬁltering some patterns of the involuntary movements is presented.
The inertial interface constructed and validated in this paper will allow increasing the knowledge about
the pathological motion of the infants with CP.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Our global society is increasingly taking into account the challenges disabled people encounter on a daily basis. The importance
of this can be observed both in the large number of affected people
and the limited opportunities for social, professional, and personal
reintegration and advancement. Currently, an estimated 10% of the
world’s population experiences some form of disability or impairment [37]. The number of people with disabilities is increasing due
to population growth, ageing, emergence of chronic diseases and
medical advances that preserve and prolong life. Both physical and
cognitive disabilities affect to motor skills and social integration.
Severe neuromotor disorders are often accompanied by mental
deﬁcit. This is particularly true for children affected by cerebral
palsy (CP).
CP is the most common cause of disability affecting the
functional development of children. The most frequently cited definition of CP is a disorder of posture and movement due to a defect
or lesion in the immature brain [3]. The prevalence of CP is internationally 1.5–2.0 cases per 1000 births. Only in the United States
500,000 infants are affected by CP [51]. In Europe these ﬁgures are
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even higher [22]. Treatments for CP patients depend on the speciﬁc
patients’ pathology and range from physical therapy to medication and surgery. When distinguishing therapeutic approaches on
their main emphasis, the following basic principles can be recognized: (1) emphasis on normalization of the quality of movement
[23]; and (2) emphasis on functional activities, which focuses on
the development of skills necessary for the performance of activities of daily living [24]. Approximately 50% of children affected
by CP need technical aids for assisting their mobility (braces,
walkers, or wheelchairs). In addition, 70% of them exhibit other
disabilities [10].
It is demonstrated that it is during early stages of development that fundamental abilities and skills are developed [18,20].
Thus, it is crucial to give infants an opportunity to interact with
the environment for an integral development. It is recognized that
assistive technology can improve the functional capabilities limited by CP [25,52]. Concretely, the interaction between the infant
and the computer is considered an interesting way for empowering the residual capabilities [31,1]. For instance, video games
increase the efﬁciency of information processing and concentration
skills among learning [28]. The computer allows infants to learn
through the interaction with virtual environments providing new
opportunities for communicating and new therapies. With these
virtual environments, the conditions of the therapy, such as time
or intensity of the task can be easily conﬁgured by clinical professionals. However, the conventional human computer interfaces
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such as mouses, keyboards or joysticks, are difﬁcult to control for
people with cognitive and physical impairments, thus diminishing
the opportunities to access to the computer. Physical disabilities,
particularly the CP, limit the motor control. Due to these limitations,
numerous research groups are working to ﬁnd interfaces focused
on restoring and augmenting the human capabilities.
Many researches on assistive technology are focused on designing hands-free interfaces. Interfaces that use switches to control
a computer have been used for a considerable period and are
still popular [47]. Some of them used the residual capabilities as
breath expulsion [9,33], switches contacted by operator’s cheek
[11], tongue movements or mouthsticks [36]. Nowadays, new technologies are giving place to advanced and bio-inspired interfaces
which augment these residual capabilities [13,6]. Over the last
decade, active researches have proposed a wide variety of mouse
replacement interfaces with the movement of eyes, nose, and face
[49,5,43,32]. The most current designs are video-based with webcams [30] or infrared sensors [8]. Eye and gaze-based interfaces
have the potential to be a very natural form of pointing, as people tend to look at the object they wish to interact with. Moreover,
they do not require the user to wear anything in contact with the
body. In these approaches the system can track either the movement of the head, or the pupil’s movement relative to the head.
In the last case, the user’s head must remain ﬁxed in relation to
the camera position. Another approaches require infrared emitters
that are attached to the user’s forehead or on a pair of glasses. This
approach reduces signiﬁcantly the high processing overheads of the
video-based approach. Other interfaces use infrared light emitting
diodes (LED’s) and photodetectors to determine head position [16].
Other approaches do not use video images but detect user
intentions by measuring the corneal-retina activity (electrooculography, EOG) [14] or through biological signals such as
electroencephalographic activity (EEG [39,38]) or muscular activity
(electromyography, EMG [40]). Some approaches use a combination of different technologies as the EMG signals from muscles in
the face and point of gaze coordinates produced by an eye-gaze
tracking system [12]. Some devices are voice-based human computer interfaces in which a set of commands can be executed by the
voice of the user [7,19]. Since many individuals with motor impairments have complete use of their vocal system, these devices make
use of it. However, standard spoken language are useful and natural for communication between humans but not so natural between
human and computer.
Some interfaces combine vision and inertial sensors to track the
movements of some human body parts [48]. Most of the approaches
used in 3D inertial input devices are based on the measurement
of the angular velocity with gyroscopes and the measurement
of linear acceleration with accelerometers [15]. Due to recent
development in micro-machining technology, the cost of micromachined accelerometer is decreasing while the accuracy is being
improved. Also, less fundamental physical constraints inhibit the
precision of micro-machined accelerometer than that of gyroscope
[42]. There are some head operated computer mouse that employs
tilt sensors placed in a headset [11]. Other interfaces integrate three
dimensional accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer to reach
a higher precision [35]. In many cases, the inertial sensors are used
for rehabilitation because these sensors represent a real scientiﬁc
breakthrough in the medical ﬁeld, where there is a need for measuring the kinematics of body segments [44].
Although there are many developments for disabled people in
general, there are few evidences from motor disabled community using these alternative interfaces [2]. The inertial interface
presented by this paper is addressed to people with pathological
movements, which involve voluntary and involuntary movements,
such as tremor or spasms. Thus, the intended interface must integrate some techniques to ﬁlter these undesired movements and

detect the voluntary intentions. These ﬁltering techniques will be
based on kinematic parameters, such as motion frequency, acceleration or angular velocity. These parameters can be obtained directly
using the signals of the inertial sensor for each axis independently.
However, other interfaces such as eye or face-based tracking, need
more complex algorithm (image processing and 3D modelling) to
obtain these kinematic parameters [41,8]. Inferring 3D scene properties from 2D image measurements is an underconstrained task
due to the lack of depth information [48]. Moreover, although
video-based interfaces do not require to wear anything, the user
must focus on the cursor’s movement on the computer screen and
assure that the transmitted signals are within the reception range
of the receiver. As a result, these devices certainly cause troubles
for people with involuntary movements such as tremor or spasms.
According to these considerations, the authors consider that the
inertial technology is the most efﬁcient for human motion analysis
and especially for the pathological motion assessment. Although
all areas of the motor function are limited, limbs are usually more
affected than the head motion in infants with CP [50]. Hence, the
inertial interface presented by this paper is a head mounted device.
Section 2 of this paper summarizes the technical speciﬁcations
of the inertial sensor (IMU). Section 3 describes the process to
convert the head’s motion to mouse pointer positioning. The algorithm to calculate the angular orientation of the IMU is presented
by Section 3.1. The algorithm to translate the angular orientation to pointer coordinates is described by Section 3.2. Section
3.3 describes the validation of the angular orientation of the IMU
using a photogrammetric system as an absolute reference. Section
4 collects the results of two types of experiments: (1) the tests performed by ﬁve healthy participants to validate the inertial interface,
(2) and the tests performed by two infants with CP. Finally, Section
5 some interesting considerations, conclusions and future work are
exposed.
2. The inertial unit
The interface consists of a headset with a commercial helmet
and an inertial measurement unit (IMU, Fig. 1). The IMU (developed
by the collaboration between the authors and Technaid S.L.) integrates a three-axis gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer.
A rate gyroscope measures angular velocity by measuring capacitance and it is based on the Coriolis force principle during angular
rate. The accelerometer measures the gravity and the acceleration
caused by motions (by Hookes law). The magnetometer measures
the earth magnetic ﬁeld. The 3D IMU is based on MEMS technology
and is available in a package measuring 27 mm × 35 mm × 13 mm
and its weight is 27 g which is less than other sensors used in
the ﬁeld [45,34,46]. The 3D IMU is capable of sensing ±2.0 Gauss,
±500◦ /s angular rate and ±3 g acceleration about three axes independently. It has an angular resolution of 0.05◦ , a static accuracy
less than 1◦ and a dynamic accuracy about 2◦ RMS. The 3D IMU
provides digital outputs.
3. The algorithm for pointer control
3.1. Angular orientation of the inertial measurement unit
The algorithm aims to translate the head’s motion into the corresponding mouse pointer positions. As IMU is attached to the user’s
head, the angular orientation of the IMU is the angular orientation of the head. Therefore, the ﬁrst step is to estimate the angular
orientation of the IMU.
First of all, the digital signals of the IMU have to be converted to
physical outputs by a calibration process. The IMU calibration protocol consists of six static positions and three rotations which are
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Fig. 1. Trials with the inertial interface (left). The inertial interface (right). The communication between the interface and the computer can be USB or Bluetooth.

summarized in Table 1. The IMU digital signals (from magnetometers, gyroscopes and accelerometers) in XYZ frame were recorded
during selected period of time for each static position. Since the
calibration process is done with a sample rate of 50 Hz, 10 s was
enough to get the sufﬁcient amount of samples that are needed in
calibration process. Rotations of 90◦ were used in the calibration
process. Following the procedure proposed by Ferraris et al. [17],
the recorded signals are used to calculate: The nonlinearity among
9 IMU sensors and the box where they are placed, the bias, and
the scale factor of signals. Then, the calibration information is used
to adjust the IMU physical outputs in the real time process. Fig. 3
shows the pseudo-code of the whole process. This part corresponds
to the instructions called “Calibration process”.
The algorithm uses the 3D accelerometer as an inclinometer
and the 3D magnetometer as a compass. Accelerometer’s signals
contain accelerations caused by motion and gravity. To use the
accelerometer as inclinometer is necessary to remove the accelerations caused by motion. They can be removed by ﬁltering the
acceleration with a low pass IIR ﬁlter (with ﬁrst-order in the feedforward loop and third-order in the feedback loop). The ﬁlter has
been calculated according to a characterization of human motion in
which it is demonstrated that the average predominant frequency
component of the daily living activities is about 1 Hz with 75% of the
spectral energy < 5 Hz [29]. The IIR ﬁlter designed does not have
any ripple in the pass band range. Filters such as Chebychev-I and
elliptical introduce ripple in the passband, while the Chebychev-II
exhibits ripple in the stopband. It was chosen a Butterworth ﬁlter
because is ripple-free and it has a quasi-lineal response in the passband. Fig. 2 depicts the response and the transfer function (in the
z-transform domain) of the designed ﬁlter (see Fig. 3, ‘Low-pass
ﬁlter’). The complete transfer function is:
Y (z) =

0.1
1 − 0.63z −1 − 0.18z −2 − 0.09z −3

(1)

Once digital outputs have been converted to physical outputs
and the IIR ﬁlter has been applied, the sensory information is fused
Table 1
Positions and rotations used in the calibration process of the IMU.
Type

Description

Position 1
Position 2
Position 3
Position 4
Position 5
Position 6
Rotation 1
Rotation 2
Rotation 3

 parallel to the gravity, Z
 parallel to the magnetic north.
X
 antiparallel to the gravity, Z
 parallel to the magnetic north.
X
 parallel to the gravity, X
 parallel to the magnetic north.
Y
 antiparallel to the gravity, X
 parallel to the magnetic north.
Y
 parallel to the gravity, Y
 parallel to the magnetic north.
Z
 antiparallel to the gravity, Y
 parallel to the magnetic north.
Z

Rotation of a known angle around X

Rotation of a known angle around Y

Rotation of a known angle around Z

to calculate the angular orientation of the IMU. First of all, using
 and
the 3D magnetometer signals is created an unit vector called H
using the 3D accelerometer signals is created an unit vector called
 The cross product of H
 and Z
 gives a perpendicular vector called
Z.


 gives the vector X.
 The orientation
Y. The cross product of Y and Z
 Y
 and Z
 which are the orientation
matrix is formed by the vectors X,
coordinates of the inertial unit housing in the sensor frame at each
 ssY
 ssZ
 s ], see graphic 3, ‘Get Orientation IMU’). The
step (s Rs = [s X
validation of the algorithm is described by Section 3.3.
The 3D gyroscope is not used to calculate the angular orientation. The gyroscope used presents a slow variable offset with the
temperature. Hence, if angular rotation is calculated by integrating the gyroscope signals, it will be necessary to subtracted this
offset to avoid a systematic bias [26]. Hence, it would introduce
unnecessary complexity for the algorithm. However, the 3D gyroscope signals are interesting for the pathological characterization
because the angular velocity is an important kinematic parameter.
3.2. Correspondence between head orientation and pointer
position
The movements used to locate the pointer on the screen are
yaw and pitch (see Fig. 4). The Yaw motion corresponds to horizontal displacement of the pointer and Pitch motion corresponds
to vertical displacements of the pointer. At the beginning, the angular ranges (horizontal, h and vertical v ) of the head’s motion has
to be calculated by means of a calibration method. The calibration
method consists of looking at two points of the screen (left/up (A)
and center (B), see Fig. 4) and the ranges are automatically calculated. The ranges can be also manually introduced by the clinical
professionals, because of many infants have problems to control
the head in a speciﬁc position during a certain amount of time. The
 GY
 G Z]).
 It is the
angular orientation at the point B is called G R ([G X
absolute reference frame which deﬁne the planes ˘1 and ˘2 . The
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pointer are called x and
y respectively. The corresponding pointer coordinates to the absolute reference frame G R are the coordinates of the screen center
which are called xc and yc .
The pointer is located by absolute positioning because a concrete angular orientation always corresponds to the same pointer
coordinates. Fig. 5 depicts how the angular orientation of the head
is translated to pointer coordinates (horizontal in the left side,
and vertical in the right side). The process is based on the axis
 because this vector is like a virtual stick attached to the user’s
X
forehead (see Fig. 4). First of all, the angular orientation in the
sensor frame, s Rs , is referenced to the absolute reference frame as
G R = G R · s R = [G X
 sGY
 sGZ
 s ] at each step. Secondly, the vector G X
s
s
s
is geometric projected onto the horizontal plane ˘1 giving place to

the 2D vector called GXs P 1 . The projection of this 2D vector on the
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Fig. 2. Magnitude and phase response and transfer function of the IIR ﬁlter.

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code of the algorithm to translate the angular orientation of the IMU to the pointer positions.
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Fig. 4. Steps to calibrate the inertial system using calibration points of the screen A and B. Through points A and B the horizontal and vertical angular ranges are obtained.
Looking at the point B, it is obtained the absolute reference frame G R.

Fig. 5. Correspondence between angular head orientation and pointer coordinates.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the inertial interface.

 G gives the horizontal increment of the pointer (x) respect to
axis Y
the screen center. Hence, the horizontal coordinate of the pointer is
s
calculated by the expression x = xc + x. Similarly, the vector G X
is projected onto the vertical plane ˘2 giving place to the 2D vector

called GXs P 2 . The geometric projection of this 2D vector on the
 G gives the vertical increment of the pointer (y) respect to
axis Z
the screen center. Hence, the vertical coordinate of the pointer is
calculated by the expression y = yc + y. As the units of x and
y must be pixels, a conversion must be carried out according to
relation between the angular ranges h and v , deﬁned by the cali-

bration and the screen resolution (width and height of the screen).
Please, see the pseudo-code in Fig. 3, ‘Get position cursor’. A block
diagram is showed by Fig. 6.
By means of an absolute positioning, the accuracy of the cursor positioning is constant during the whole trial. Other methods
with relative positioning showed lack of accuracy during the process. Fig. 7 depicts the correspondence between angular orientation
of the IMU and the pointer positions for the following rotations:
 s , at t = 1 s, (b) 90◦ around G Y
 s at t = 8 s and (c)
(a) 90◦ around G Z
 s at t = 17 s. The corresponding pointer positions are
90◦ around G X

Fig. 7. Absolute orientation and pointer positions versus time. (a–c) Contains the angular orientation of the IMU and (d) contains the horizontal and vertical positions of the
pointer.
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Fig. 8. Pointer positions on the screen.

showed by (d). Both angular ranges were 90◦ and the screen resolu s (Yaw motion)
tion was 1280 × 800 pixels. The rotation around G Z
causes the pointer moves horizontally (please, note that the red
 s (Pitch Motion)
line in (d) does not change). The rotation around G Y
causes the pointer moves vertically (please, note that the blue line
 s (Roll Motion) does
in (d) does not change). The rotation around G X
not cause any pointer displacement (please, note that both the blue
line and the red line in (d) do not change). On one hand, the pointer
 s are undesirable because
displacements with rotation around G X
it generates an unnatural control mode. On the other hand, some
infants present drop head because of their muscular diseases, thus
producing an involuntary rotation around the cited axis. Hence,
these involuntary movements must not have effect on the pointer
displacements. Fig. 8 shows the pointer positions on the screen.
3.3. Validation of the angular orientation estimation
Some tests were carried out to determine the orientation accuracy. The photogrammetric system BTS SMART-D (High Frequency
Digital System for Biomechanical Motion Analysis) was used as
absolute reference system. According to the manufacturer technical
speciﬁcations the system can achieve an accuracy less than 0.2 mm
on a volume of 3 m × 2 m × 2 m. The trials were carried out with
an acquisition frequency of 250 Hz. Four cameras were used on a
volume of 1.75 m × 1.30 m × 1.8 m. The cameras were oriented to
a table where the trials took place (see Fig. 9). They were adjusted
for the lighting conditions and the automatic calibration of the BTS

system gave an accuracy which is showed by Table 2. Three markers were placed over the inertial sensor to deﬁne the three axes
X, Y, Z (Fig. 9). The protocol consisted of a series of gyros around
each axis (90◦ ). The acquisition frequency of the IMU was 50 Hz.
The accuracy and precision assessment of the orientation estimation was carried out by measuring the bias and standard deviation
between the inertial sensor and the photogrammetric system. The
bias has been deﬁned as the angle between the axis estimated
by the inertial sensor and the axis estimated by photogrammetric
system. The standard deviation of these angles is calculated to analyze the degree to which repeated measurements show the same
results (precision). An example of the comparison of both system
is depicted by Fig. 10. The bias and standard deviation have been
separately calculated for the static and dynamic period. The mean
of the bias of each rotation for the static period was 1.08◦ and the
standard deviation was 1.20◦ . The mean of the bias of each rotation
for the dynamic period was 1.34◦ and the standard deviation was
1.38◦ . With errors around 1◦ , if for example the horizontal angular
range is about 60◦ and the screen resolution is 1024 pixels, the error
is about 17 pixels. These conditions are even better if a projector is
used instead of the screen of the computer, what not only improves
the resolution but also other factors related to the infant, such as
attention and motivation.
4. Experiments and results
4.1. Experiments and results with healthy users
The inertial interface was tested by ﬁve healthy users. The ISO
9241-9 standard for computer pointing devices proposes an evaluation performance and comfort [21]. The metric for comparison is
Throughput, in bits per second (bits/s), which includes both the
Table 2
Accuracy of the photogrammetric system.

Fig. 9. Setup conﬁguration for the photogrammetric system.

Mean

Std Dev

3D reconstruction (mm)
Wrand

0.180

0.287

2D residual (pixel)
Camera 1
Camera 2
Camera 3
Camera 4

0.104
0.112
0.084
0.146

0.081
0.088
0.075
0.123
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Fig. 10. The coordinates X, Y, Z of the absolute orientation for inertial measurement system versus photogrammetric reference corresponding to a rotation of 90◦ around X
axis.

speed and accuracy of users’ performance. These tests evaluate
the inertial interface in comparison to standard mouse. The equation for throughput is Fitts’ Index of Performance except using an
effective index of difﬁculty (IDe ). Speciﬁcally,
Throughput =

IDe
MT

(2)

4.2. Experiments and results with infants with cerebral palsy
Some preliminary experiments involving children were conducted in a CP center called Aspace-Cantabria (Spain). They
consisted of moving a cube (simulating the box of the sensor) on
the screen according to the infant’s head movement. The main goal
was to identify the different groups of CP. One of the most important
ﬁndings was that cerebral palsy is a disorder which involves het-

where MT is the mean movement time, in seconds, for all trials
within the same condition, and
IDe =

log2 D
We + 1

(3)

IDe , in bits, is calculated from D, the distance to the target, and We ,
the effective width of the target [27].
Performance testing was limited to reach 16 circular targets
which appeared in predeﬁned order around the screen’s center.
The width of each target was 40 pixels. The sampled frequency of
the inertial interface was 20 Hz. The mean of the throughput values
with standard deviation for standard mouse and inertial interface
is showed by Fig. 11. The throughput parameter was compared to
throughput values found in the literature and was found to be in
agreement [35,27]. Fig. 12 depicts the coordinates of the pointer
and the target versus time for a healthy user. This ﬁgure shows the
dynamic evolution of the pointer and target coordinates.
The fact that the inertial interface can be used by healthy users,
indicates that it might be used by people without head motor limitations. For this reason, the inertial interface will be tested by
people with other disabilities as paraplegia.

Fig. 11. Mean throughput values with standard deviations. Left side: Standard
mouse. Right side: Inertial mouse.
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Table 3
Clinical characteristics of the subjects with CP.
Functional motor characteristics

BCB
HGAC

Cervical tone

General tone

Associated movements

Intellectual capacity

Hypertonia
Dystonia

Hypertonia
Dystonia

Athetosis
Ballistics

Normal
Normal

Fig. 12. Pointer and target coordinates for a healthy user.

erogeneous types of motor limitations. Hypotonia for example (low
muscle tones) is evidenced by a drooping of the child’s head what
makes difﬁcult to control any head-mounted interface. For these
cases, it was concluded that a speciﬁc solution for this disease is
necessary and it will be studied in future researches. For the tests
presented by this paper, two children with CP participated, BCB and
HGAC. Table 3 collects some clinical patterns of these subjects.
In the tests with infants with CP, a target was randomly placed
on a projector and the user had to move his/her head to place
the pointer on the center of the target. When the pointer was
located over the center of the target, its position was changed.
The acquisition frequency was 20 Hz. Fig. 13 depicts the target’s
positions and the pointer’s coordinates versus time for the task
for BCB without applying ﬁltering techniques. The graphic shows
that the involuntary movements are mainly composed of two components, continuous tremorous movements during the whole trial
and eventual spasms. However, although involuntary movements
appear during the whole trial, the subject can always control the
pointer around a region close to the target. It suggests that it may
be interesting a control in joystick mode. It means that the pointer
could slowly move in one of eight directions (left, right, up, down,

Fig. 13. Pointer and target coordinates versus time for infants with CP without
applying ﬁltering techniques.

up-right, up-left, down-right, down-left) depending on the current
head pose respect to the center of the screen. However, it could
result unnatural. Obviously, while a spasm occurs, the control is
lost, thus resulting very difﬁcult to resume the control. The results
for HGAC were similar, although tremor intensity was less, the
ballistic movements caused that the target pointing was slightly
more difﬁcult. In order to identify the components involved in
the involuntary movements, the spectrogram of the coordinates of
the pointer was calculated using the Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT). The spectrogram shows the power spectral density (PSD)
versus time. Fig. 14(a) depicts the spectrogram of the horizontal
coordinate of the pointer for HGAC. Red color indicates higher PSD.
The continuous tremor has a frequency up to 2 Hz and spasms can
reach up to 4–6 Hz. Fig. 14(b) depicts the spectrogram of the horizontal coordinate of the pointer for a healthy user. The spectrogram
for a healthy user shows the frequency is between 0 and 1 Hz.
Therefore, these results show that it is necessary to ﬁlter the
involuntary movements in order to improve the control. The kinematic parameters the IMU offers are interesting to create efﬁcient
ﬁltering techniques. The ﬁrst technique which has been imple-

Fig. 14. (a) Spectrogram of the pointer coordinate x for HGAC. (b) Spectrogram of the pointer coordinate x for a healthy user.
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Fig. 15. Trajectory of the pointer from a home point target with and without Benedict Bordner ﬁlter performed by BCB.

Fig. 16. Pointer and target coordinates versus time for BCB with the Benedict Bordner ﬁlter working in real-time.

mented is based on Benedict Bordner ﬁlter (BBF) [4]. It is a second
order estimator which estimates the future position and speed.
Although it is still under researching, it shows interesting results.
Fig. 15 shows the trajectory of the pointer (blue line) from a origin
point (green) to a target point (red). Notice that the trajectory is
not as straight as possible. By using the BBF ﬁlter a straighter trajectory (red line) is obtained. Fig. 16 shows the results of ﬁltering
the cursor coordinates of the tests showed in Fig. 13. Notice that
the undesirable movements are ﬁltered improving the control of
the pointer.
5. Conclusions and future work
The alternative interface presented by this paper aims to design
a mouse replacement for infants with CP. This research arises from
the fact that their motor disabilities make difﬁcult to access to the
computer, thus diminishing the opportunities to communicate or
learn through the computer. Although, there are a wide variety of
advanced interfaces for disabled people, few researches are focused
on controlling the interface with pathological movements, ﬁltering the involuntary motion and detecting the intentions. Therefore,
for these types of interfaces, a characterization of the pathological
motion is required. The inertial technology has been preferred over
others because inertial sensors offer kinematic parameters (accel-

erations, angular velocity, etc.) directly without needing complex
algorithms.
According to the tests performed by healthy users, the inertial
interface results usable as stated by the metrics described by the
standard ISO 9241. For this reason, in the future, the inertial interface will be tested by disabled people whose upper limb capabilities
are constrained, but have normal capabilities of their head. The tests
performed by infants with CP, show that although they can locate
the pointer around the target, they have limitations when a ﬁne
motor control is required. As the results show, the inertial interface
shows interesting information about the pathological movement
what results very useful to design the ﬁltering techniques to detect
the user’s intentions. A researching technique is presented by this
paper. It offers promising preliminary results.
The clinical professional of Aspace-Cantabria evaluated the
interface as an useful tool for communicating, learning and therapy.
The inertial interface provides the feedback of the users’ movements what helps them to improve their proprioception and the
normalization of their movements. The inertial interface can be
used to control some assistive softwares, such as virtual keyboards,
video-games or multimedia applications to improve the communication with the environment both physical and social. The IMU
results comfortable for wearable interfaces because only a small
and lightweight device is necessary. The calibration process has
been minimized so that the clinical professional can do it (deﬁning
the angular ranges at the beginning of the use), without requiring
a tedious process for the infant.
From the technical point of view, this paper presented a realtime algorithm to estimate the angular orientation of the IMU
with an accuracy about 1◦ . The algorithm to translate the angular orientation to pointer locations is designed so that the rotation
around the axis perpendicular to the screen (X) does not produce
pointer displacements because many infants incline involuntarily
their head around the cited axis and the effects of this movements
have been cancelled. This algorithm uses an absolute positioning of
the pointer what ensures the accuracy is kept constant during the
use.
In the next future, some ﬁltering techniques will be designed
and evaluated with infants with CP. The intended inertial interface
will detect the patterns of infants with different types of involuntary movements and detect the intentions to improve the control of
the pointing device. A characterization of the pathological movements will be carried out in terms of kinematic parameters. The
different ﬁlters and settings for each group of infants with CP will be
identiﬁed. Moreover, the potential of the inertial interface as rehabilitation tool will be analyzed. Some softwares will be designed
to provide a real-time feedback of the users’ motion, what will be
useful to know the learning progress and the success of the therapy.
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